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Pokemon black cheats

Get the latest Pokemon Black cheats, codes, unlockables, tips, Easter eggs, glitches, tips, tricks, hacks, downloads, tips, tutorials, FAQs, walkthroughs, and more for Nintendo DS (DS). CheatCodes.com all you need to win every game to play! Use the links above or scroll down to see all that Nintendo DS
cheats are now available on Pokemon Black. Easy Catching For Black So what you do, no matter what pokeball it is, if you say Cyool 3 times in a row, how the pokeball shakes you're bound to catch it. Thundurus Capture If you have a master ball you can use it to capture Thundurus. And if you need a
master ball to catch Zekrom, just do what that guy said about the cyool thing. It works I've tried it before. Easy Capture Disclaimer: This won't work 100% of the time. Throw a pokeball. When you land, press A right when it comes to rock &amp; there's a good chance that you'll catch that Pokemon. You
can try this legendary, but I recommend weakening first. Most Pokemon can catch that full HP. It doesn't work all the time, but most of the time. If it fails, try again. Seriously. It might take a few tries. Virizion Capture This legendary pokemon is located in a windwheel forest. If you cross the bridge, if you
look to the right, there's a small passageway. Capture Cobalion and Terekion!!! First capture Cobalion and go to Mistralton city, then go down where you have a house with a red top. Go into the dark grass and use surf to get into the cave * you will need power * so keep going up until you see an old man.
Listen to his story and then go over where you see a blue pokemon and it's Cobalion. * Note that he is level 42 and is a steel and fighting type * You will find squares on the way to victory. Go up to the top, then go down the left stairs and use your strength to go to the cave and fight with it. He's on the
same level, but he's a rock fight. Rishiram It's a dragon-fire legendary that you can get going to N castle after defeating the elite four. How to get Zoroark and Zorua without cheating If you have a bright entei raikou or suicune you can use the transmission machine castelia city and transfer such a pokemn
to pokemn black or white and illusion forest will be open. Then, if you have a bright celebi you can also use the transmission machine again. Then you'll see two characters at one of the gates of castelia city. When you talk about the characters celebi the party you will jump out of it pokeball and zorua will
change that illusion of the trainer will then give you zorua. Get Money Fast Use to fly to go to Undella city if you use surf and keep looking around for a dark spot to use dive while on top (if you can't use hm dive you can't do this) then the Abyssal ruins look for relic copper relics of silver gold in a relic vase
or statue and then go to the villa on the right corner of Undella city goes stairs on the right, and you'll see a person talking to him, that he's going to ask about rare objects and stuff, then he'll say yes! There is a rare item and blah to sell him the relic of copper relic silver from a relic vase with a relic vase or
relic sculpture (relic vase or relic sculpture gets more money). Fast money One way to make a lot of money fast if you have the ability to fly you can do this (if not you'll have to do a lot of WALKING)! Let's go to Nacarene City. Go towards Pinwheel Forest outside the city, but left (he left). Go to the top of
the mountain and find the special rock you need to make for your Pokemon attack to break off a piece of it to get a Piece of The Star. You can fly to Icirrus City and sell it to the man at poke center who loves ore to shake (him) to the core. I'll give you $9,800. Easy Way To Defeat Gym Leader Elisa Elisa is
very annoying that she had switch moves, but there is an easy way to defeat her all you have to do is catch a land type to raise it to level 25 and teach it a rock type move and then go for her and be ready, but other powerful pokemon too, because she has other annoying moves to save the game at first
because you may have a few tries. Easy Fix is not a good idea, as the character in the game mentions, you have the opportunity to keep the Pokemon from developing. You can press B (and plenty of time for the opportunity) if you want to learn to move faster. Also do not develop a Pokemon with a stone
as soon as you get the monster. Bring the level up as much as you want and then evolve. You may learn to move slower after you use the stone immediately. Where did I put this... If you care a lot about items in Pokemon remember to check them for items before you put them back on your computer. You
can check them while they're undoing them, and if you take them back, the items can be reused. Don't lose the items. . Little Desert Resort Trick Fed up with the constant wild pokemon battles in the desert area near Nimbasa City? You can completely avoid them without too many hits from other
pokemon. (you have to fight the red bookbag trainer to be next to a strip where there is no pokemon). With simple logic you can go to the Castle Relic and back, find the doctor (you have to fight him first) who will heal your mates. Key Words For Battle Pay attention to what attacks do and don't do and
what they don't do through messages. This will inform you how to proceed and if you need to keep the same attack. If he says the monster avoided attack, he's only reduced your accuracy. If you say the attack does not affect the monster the attack will not work against that monster, so try another tactic.
Easy EXP If you encounter a pokemon you can change your Pokemon into a Until you win the fight, the first monster you brought out, you got out, EXP even though it's not even a battle. Dissolve the relocator on the second floor of the Name-Rater Services building in Castelia, talk to the scientist. He will
talk about a special machine that needs a password to be used for the password for the same Unlock Mystery gift in the other versions. It says that you can now use the relocator that is required for all pre-launch event pokemon to be moved from black/white verison to zoroark/zorua event, as well as to
lock capsules that allow you to get the ultimate TM - TM95 Snarl Free Pansage 1. Make sure you don't have six pokemon with you. 2. Go to Dreamyard right (east) in Striaton City. 3. Talk to the person with short black hair and red shirt. 4. Check out the Pokemon party and the level 10 Pansage will be
there. You can easily defeat team plasma if you've ever been in a situation where you have to defeat quite a few team plasma members (e.g. relic castles) you have a combat type (like a saw) or a pokemon who knows combat moves with you. Most team plasma members will have dark Pokemon type and
easy-to-defeat combat moves (super effective). How to trade Pokemon with HM Put pokemon on your PC. You can trade until your PC. Landorus To Landorus you have to thundorus (Pokemon white) and Tornadous (Pokemon black) for the party and go to Abudaunt Shrine and Landorus there. How to
beat Ghetisis Ghetisis is the hardest guy in the game. After you beat N and catch Reshiram, you have to fight Ghetisis. Each of his Pokemon is around level 50-60. First, he sends out cofagrigus. Then he might send out a seismatod or Hydreigon. Hydreigon is the hardest. I used Reshiram's Dragon Breath
this super effective Hydreigon. Then he might send out Electross, Bisharp or Boufalant. It's all his pokemon. Now my party was Reshiram level 51 and moves to Dragon Breath, Extrasensory, Slash and, Fusion Flare. Stoutland on level 42 with power, reversal, crunch and snack. Unfezant level 49 with Fly,
Air Cutter, Razor Wind and, Quick Attack. Samurott on level 55 Aqua Tail, Fury Cutter, Aqua Jet and Razor Shell. Leipard level 36 pursuit, insurance, fake outs and, Hone Claw. Krokorok on level 33 are Sand Tomb, Dig, Swagger and Crunch. This is inportant! You need like 30 revives, 2 MAX revives, and
about 30 full restores or you will lose! The diffrence between Pokemon black and white the diffrence between Pokemon black and white is that black is only then no triple battle and white is only then just non-rotational battles. Now in the diffrence between these two you're going to see more triple battles
pkmn balck and fewer rotational battles, but on the other hand there's pkmm white which you can do with more rotational battles and fewer triple battles. Now here are the diffrences between triple battle and rotation Triple Battle: Triple Battle like any other battle, but instead of a pkmn single battle or using
two pkmn at the same time for a double battle you can use three pkmn at the same time for a triple battle. Rotary Battle: Rotary Battle is a bit confusing, that confuses me and what is that similar triple battle, but send out three pkmn out at the same time, but one on the right can attack one on the right or
middle pkmn and so on, but the best thing bout rotation battle if you have a pokemon in the middle you can change the location you can put the okmn that was in the middle and now move left or right and okm on the left or right goes oin in the middle. Now remember that pkmn black is more triple battle
and less rotating battle and opkmn white is more rotational battle, then triple battle. New info (not cheats) Pokemon Black and White Trailer Wild Pkmn Are Shiny (Action Replay) 521A96D8 IF492104 02oo22oo 4co8b57e 02002204 88248865 02000 0220c fla7b40f 02002210 1c06fd8f 02002214 40410401
02002218 428d0CC9 0200221c d1f5bc0f 02002220 bd7 e1c30 02002224 0224F93c 021a96d4 fd94f658 d2000000000 Useful Cheats 100% Works Max Money (select) 94000130 fffb0000000 0223 cdac 0098967f d2000000000000900x master balls L+R 94000130 fcff0000 02233fac 03840001 d20000000
0000000000 all items! Select 94000130 fffb0000 022340a8 03840074 022340ac 03840075 022340b0 03840076 022340b4 03840077 02234344 0384023c 02234348 0384023d 0223434c 0384023e 02234350 0384023f 02234354 03840240 02234358 03840241 d2000000 00000000 94000130 fffb0000
d5000000 03840001 c0000000 0000000f d6000000 02233fac d4000000 00000001 d2000000 00000000 94000130 fffb0000 d5000000 03840041 c0000000 0000002e d6000000 02233fec d4000000 00000001 d2000000 00000000 94000130 fffb0000 d5000000 03840087 c0000000 0000000c d6000000
022340b8 d4000000 00000001 d2000000 00000000 94000130 fffb0000 d5000000 038400d5 c0000000 00000071 d6000000 022340ec d4000000 00000001 d2000000 00000000 94000130 fffb0000 d5000000 038401ec c0000000 00000008 d6000000 022342b4 d4000000 00000001 d2000000 00000000
94000130 fffb0000 d5000000 03840219 c0000000 0000001a d6000000 022342d8 d4000000 00000001 d2000000 00000000 94000130 fffb0000 d5000000 03840244 c0000000 0000000a d6000000 0223435c d4000000 00000001 d2000000 00000000 How To Get Victini To get Victini reset your ds date
to 3/7/2011. Then go to the mystery gift. WFC request. You'll find a Victini. Catch Trainer Pokemon (Action Replay) 521cbaac 2f06d134 121cbaac 0000e001 121cbae6 00002001 121cbacc 00002000 d20000000 000 000 000 000 000 000 We're going to want to say, we're going to have to make a billion--
Pkmn Are Shiny (Action Replay) 521A96D8 IF492104 02oo22oo 4co8b57e 02002204 88248865 0 2002208 08ed4065 0200220c fla7b40f 02 002210 1c06fd8f 02002214 404 10401 02002218 428d0CC9 0200221c d1f5bc0f 02002220 bd7e1c30 0200 2224 021a96d4 fd94f658 d2000000 0000000 Meloeeta
:[L-R] first pokemoms in your party 94000130 FCFF0000 B2000024 00000000 E00196C4 000000DC AD319FFB CD060000 AE91573E F9F705F2 4C1D3A87 F2DD06F4 418A65E2 79901418 66EC7814 54B0A583 948004E7 AF1754B3 6EB877B7 097557E2 08BF80A3 E750E30B 54ADFA8E
46A92FFB 6640BEBB 0C036AF5 1B6537CE DA6D7A41 6098E429 50EE2BC6 F41B92FF 6DE5ABB7 41C1158F 29438D04 61523A44 E6BBC079 3C41BE30 7D14CD31 6185794D D29DAA1C 3FEC5401 6A3DD593 9223CDEE 064B4093 ABEDA036 36455460 9ADEC60B 9B3A38EE 039A1368
77FC8D2C A3869D0E 2BF378AC 39C29CC9 87323388 0B5655F7 4BC42883 76AABE4A 704C156D 4A3BEECC F7CCCDCC D28BA123 00000000 D2000000 00000000 100% Catch Rate ( Wild Pokemon ) 521cbcd4 7820d203 121cbcd4 000046c0 d2000000 00000000 Exp Codes (After Battle) - Action
Replay Cheats Ar Ds/DSi needs to be updated to latest Firmware Game ID: IRBO-106820A5 Pokemon Black US version Gain Exp x2 521cb52c 59a8437e 023ae840 59a8437e 023ae844 51a80040 023ae848 00004770 021cb52c f988f1e3 d2000000 00000000 Gain Exp x4 521cb52c 59a8437e 023ae840
59a8437e 023ae844 51a80080 023ae848 00004770 021cb52c f988f1e3 d2000000 00000000 Gain Exp x8 521cb52c 59a8437e 023ae840 59a8437e 023ae844 51a800c0 023ae848 00004770 021cb52c f988f1e3 d2000000 00000000 Gain Exp x16 521cb52c 59a8437e 023ae840 59a8437e 023ae844
51a80100 023ae848 00004770 021cb52c f988f1e3 d2000000 00000000 Gain Exp x32 521cb52c 59a8437e 023ae840 59a8437e 023ae844 51a80140 023ae848 00004770 021cb52c f988f1e3 d2000000 00000000 Gain Exp x64 521cb52c 59a8437e 023ae840 59a8437e 023ae844 51a80180 023ae848
00004770 021cb52c f988f1e3 d2000000 00000000 Gain Exp x128 521cb52c 59a8437e 023ae840 59a8437e 023ae844 51a801c0 023ae848 00004770 021cb52c f988f1e3 d2000000 00000000 Gain Exp x256 521cb52c 59a8437e 023ae840 59a8437e 023ae844 51a80200 023ae848 00004770 021cb52c
f988f1e3 d2000000 00000000 Gain Exp x512 521cb52c 59a8437e 023ae840 59a8437e 023ae844 51a80240 023ae848 00004770 021cb52c f988f1e3 d2000000 00000000 Gain Exp x1024 521cb52c 59a8437e 023ae840 59a8437e 023ae844 51a80280 023ae848 00004770 021cb52c f988f1e3 d2000000
00000000 Trainer Card Color Changes Each time you complete one of the following tasks/goals, your Trainer Card will have a color change: Deafeat the Elite 4 Get a 49 Streak in both Super Single and Super Double Subway lines in the Battle Subway (Good Luck) Obtain all Entralink Powers Obtain all
Pokemon Musical Items Complete the National Pokedex Unlock New Wallpapers You can get new wallpapers For the first time, he beat the elite four. You can get a little if you beat them for the second time. Unlock the National Dex Beat the Elite Four once and after leaving the house after the credits
professor Juniper's father rewards him with the National Dex. Two eggs from day care, I discovered this by accident once. After about a day of keeping two pokemon (male and female) in daycare I went towards the area where the man was. Before he could, Say something through a cut-out scene I
pressed to talk to him and he gave me an egg. I went back there later (through the city where the psychic sleep pokemon is) and then there was the usual cut-scene where he told me he had found an egg that he didn't know where it came from. So now there were two eggs! Glitch: Easy Day Care EXP If
you have a day car, you get EXP every step you take. So you can get good EXP out of it (but you'll need a lot of cash). Take the following steps: 1. Drop off Pokemon on Route 3 Day Care (you can drop off 2 pokemon). 2. Go to the battle metro in Nimbasa City. 3. Stand your character in the middle of the
way, then place something heavy on the down and a button. If you can do it, you can leave the DS alone for a while. 4. Come back and go back to day care and get the Pokemon. Boom! Mild leech glitch If you use Leech Seed successfully you can still drain your opponent's health even if you change
monsters (e.g. Change a non-vegetable pokemon). pokemon).
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